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HOMOLOGY OF THE FAMILY OF HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES
FILIPPO CALLEGARO AND MARIO SALVETTI
Abstract. Homology of braid groups and Artin groups can be related to the
study of spaces of curves. We completely calculate the integral homology of
the family of smooth curves of genus g with one boundary component, that are
double coverings of the disk ramified over n “ 2g`1 points. The main part of
such homology is described by the homology of the braid group with coefficients
in a symplectic representation, namely the braid group Brn acts on the first
homology group of a genus g surface via Dehn twists. Our computations
shows that such groups have only 2-torsion. We also investigate stabilization
properties and provide Poincare´ series, both for unstable and stable homology.
1. Introduction
In this paper we consider the family of hyperelliptic curves
En :“ tpP, z, yq P CnˆDˆ C|y2 “ pz ´ x1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pz ´ xnqu.
where D is the unit open disk in C, Cn is the configuration space of n distinct
unordered points in D and P “ tx1, . . . , xnu P Cn . Each curve Σn in the family is a
ramified double covering of the disk D and there is a fibration pi : En Ñ Cn which
takes Σn onto its set of ramification points. Clearly En is a universal family over
the Hurwitz space Hn,2 (for precise definitions see [Ful69], [EVW16]).
The aim of this paper is to compute the integral homology of the space En.
The rational homology of En is known, having been computed in [Che17] by using
[CMS08]. The bundle pi : En Ñ Cn has a global section, so H˚pEnq splits into a
direct sum H˚pCnq‘H˚pEn,Cnq and by the Serre spectral sequence H˚pEn,Cnq “
H˚´1pBrn;H1pΣnqq. We use here that Cn is a classifying space for the braid group
Brn . The action of the braid group over the homology of the surface is geometrical:
the braid group embeds (see [PV92], [Waj99]) into the mapping class group of
the surface (with one or two boundary components according to n odd or even
respectively) by taking the standard generators into particular Dehn twists. In
this paper we actually compute the homology of this symplectic representation of
the braid groups. Since the homology of the braid groups is well-known (see for
example [Fuk70], [Va˘ı78], [Coh76]) we obtain a description of the homology of En.
It would be natural to extend the computation to the homology of the braid group
Brn with coefficients in the symmetric powers of H1pΣnq. In the case of n “ 3 a
complete computation (in cohomology) can be found in [CCS13].
Some experimental computations given in [MSV12] have led us to conjecture
that H˚pBrn;H1pΣn;Zqq is only 2-torsion for odd n.
Our main results are the following
Theorem 1.1 ((see Theorem 6.1, 7.5)). For odd n :
(1) the integral homology HipBrn;H1pΣn;Zqq has only 2-torsion.
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(2) the rank of HipBrn;H1pΣn;Zqq as a Z2-module is the coefficient of qitn in
the series rP2pq, tq “ qt3p1´ t2q2qź
iě0
1
1´ q2i´1t2i
In particular the series rP2pq, tq is the Poincare´ series of the homology groupà
nodd
H˚pBrn;H1pΣn;Zqq
as a Z2-module.
Theorem 1.2 ((see Theorem 7.3, 7.6)). Consider homology with integer coeffi-
cients.
(1) The homomorphism
HipBrn;H1pΣnqq Ñ HipBrn`1;H1pΣn`1qq
is an epimorphism for i ď n2 ´ 1 and an isomorphism for i ă n2 ´ 1.
(2) For n even HipBrn;H1pΣnqq has no p torsion (for p ą 2) when pip´1`3 ď n
and no free part for i ` 3 ď n. In particular for n even, when 3i2 ` 3 ď n
the group HipBrn;H1pΣnqq has only 2-torsion.
(3) The Poincare´ polynomial of the stable homology HipBrn;H1pΣn;Zqq as a
Z2-module is the following:
P2pBr;H1pΣqqpqq “ q
1´ q2
ź
jě1
1
1´ q2j´1
We also find unstable free components in the top and top-1 dimension for even
n (Theorem 7.4).
The main tools that we use are the following.
First, we use here some of the geometrical ideas in [Bia16], where the author
shows that the H˚pBrn;H1pΣnqq is at most 4-torsion using some exact sequences
obtained from a Mayer-Vietoris decomposition.
Second, we identify the homology groups which appear in the exact sequences
with local homology groups of the configuration space C1,n of n ` 1 points with
one distinguished point. Such spaces are the classifying space of the Artin groups
of type B, so we can use some of the homology computations given in [CM14]: our
results heavily rely on these computations and we collect most of those we need in
Section 3.
Some explicit computations are provided in Table 1.
The methods introduced in this paper are suitable to be generalized in order to
compute the homology of the family of superelliptic curves
Edn :“ tpP, z, yq P CnˆDˆ C|yd “ pz ´ x1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pz ´ xnqu.
These computations will be written in a forthcoming paper.
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2. Notations and preliminary definitions
Along all this paper, when not specified, the homology is understood to be
computed with constant coefficients over a ring R. We write M for the R-module
of Laurent series Rrt, t´1s. In some cases R will be a field F of characteristic of p.
Let GAn-1 “ Brn be the classical braid group on n strands and let GBn be the
Artin group of type B.
We write Cn for the configuration space of n unordered points in the unitary
disk D :“ tz P C| |z| ă 1u. A generic element of Cn is an unordered set of n distinct
points P “ tx1, . . . , xnu Ă D. In particular C1 “ D. The fundamental group of Cn
is the classical braid group on n strands GAn-1 “ Brn and we recall that the space
Cn is a KpBrn, 1q (see [FN62]).
Given an element P P Cn, we can consider the set of points
Σn :“ tpz, yq P Dˆ C|y2 “ pz ´ x1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pz ´ xnqu.
This is a connected oriented surface with one boundary component for n odd and
with two boundary components if n is even. The genus of Σn is g “ n´12 for odd n
and g “ n´22 for n even.
Hence we define the space
En :“ tpP, z, yq P CnˆDˆ C|y2 “ pz ´ x1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pz ´ xnqu.
Notice that En has a natural projection pi : En Ñ Cn that maps pP, y, zq ÞÑ P. The
fiber of pi is the surface Σn.
It is natural to consider the complement of the n-points set in the disk: DzP. We
have that H1pDzPq has rank n. The surface Σn is a double covering of D ramified
along P, hence it is natural to identify P as a subset of Σn. We define ĄDzP :“ ΣnzP
as the double covering of DzP induced by Σn Ñ D. Notice that for n odd H1pĄDzPq
has rank 2n´ 1.
There is a projection En
pÝÑ CnˆD given by p : pP, z, yq ÞÑ pP, zq. Hence En is a
double covering of CnˆD ramified along the space C1,n-1 :“ tpP, zq P CnˆD|z P Pu.
This is the configuration space of n ´ 1 unordered distinct points in D with one
additional distinct marked point. In particular the complement of C1,n-1 Ă CnˆD
is C1,n, so the complement of p
´1pC1,n-1q in En is a double covering of C1,n that we
call ĄC1,n. The fundamental group of C1,n is the Artin groups GBn . Moreover (see
for example [Bri73]) the space C1,n is a KpGBn , 1q.
Remark 1. Notice that the fiber bundle Σn ãÑ En piÑ Cn admits a global section
(see Definition 4) and hence H˚pEnq “ H˚pEn,Cnq ‘H˚pCnq and
HipEn,Cnq “ Hi´1pCn;H1pΣnqq.
We recall that the Z-module H1pΣnq is endowed with a symplectic form given
by the cap product. Moreover the action of pi1pCnq on H1pΣnq associated to the
covering pi preserves this form. This monodromy representation is induced by the
embedding of the braid group pi1pCnq in the mapping class group of the surface
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Σn. Such a monodromy representation maps the standard generators of the braid
groups to Dehn twists and is called geometric monodromy (see [PV92], [Waj99]).
Hence we can consider H1pΣnq as a pi1pCnq “ Brn-representation; we write also
Sppgq :“ H1pΣnq, where g “ n´12 for n odd, and g “ n´22 for n even.
The braid group Brn “ GAn-1 maps on the permutation group Sn on n letters.
Hence the group Brn has a natural representation on Zn by permuting cohordinates.
We write Γn for this representation of Brn.
3. Homology of some Artin groups
We collect here some of the results concerning the homology of GAn and GBn
with constant coefficients and with coefficients in abelian local systems. We follow
the notation used in [CM14].
Given an element x P t0, 1un we can write it as a list of 0’s and 1’s. We identify
such an element x with a string of 0’s and 1’s.
Recall the definition of the following q-analog and q, t-analog polynomials with
integer coefficients:
r0sq :“ 1, rmsq :“ 1` q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qm´1 “ q
m ´ 1
q ´ 1 for m ě 1,
rmsq! :“
mź
i“1
rmsq, r2msq,t :“ rmsqp1` tqm´1q,
r2msq,t!! :“
mź
i“1
r2isq,t “ rmsq!
m´1ź
i“0
p1` tqiq,
„
m
i

q
:“ rmsq!risq!rm´ isq! ,
„
m
i
1
q,t
:“ r2msq,t!!r2isq,t!!rm´ isq! “
„
m
i

q
m´1ź
j“i
p1` tqjq.
In the following we specialize q “ ´1 and we write
„
m
i
1
´1
for
„
m
i
1
´1,t
.
The homology of the Artin group of type GAn with constant coefficients over the
module M is computed by the following complex pCipGAn ,Mq, Bq.
Definition 1.
CipGAn ,Mq :“
à
|x|“i
M.x
where M.x is a copy of the module M generated by an element x and x P t0, 1un is
a list of length n and |x| :“ |ti P 1, . . . , n | xi “ 1u|.
The boundary is defined by:
B1l “
lÿ
h“0
´1p´1qh
„
l ` 1
h` 1

´1
1h01l´h´1
and if A and B are two strings
BA0B “ pBAq0B ` p´1q|A|A0BB.
Assume that the group GBn acts on the module M “ Rrt˘1s mapping the first
standard generator to multiplication by p´tq and all other generators to multipli-
cation by 1. Then the homology of GBn with coefficients on M is computed by the
following complex pC˚pGBn ,Mq, Bq.
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Definition 2. The complex C˚pGBn ,Mq is given by:
CipGBn ,Mq :“
à
|x|“i
M.x
where M.x is a copy of the module M generated by an element x and x P t0, 1un is
a list of length n and |x| :“ |ti P 1, . . . , n | xi “ 1u|.
When we represent an element x that generates C˚pGBn ,Mq as a string of 0’s
and 1’s, we put a line over the first element of the string, since it plays a special
role, different from that of the complex C˚pGAn ,Mq.
The boundary Bx for C˚pGBn ,Mq is defined by linearity from the following rela-
tions:
B0A “ 0BA,
B 11l´1 “
„
l
0
1
´1
01l´1 `
l´1ÿ
h“1
p´1qh
„
l
h
1
´1
11h´101l´h´1
and
BA0B “ pBAq0B ` p´1q|A|A0BB.
Hence we have:
Theorem 3.1 (([Sal94])).
H˚pGAn ; Mq “ H˚pC˚pGAn ,Mq, Bq
H˚pGBn ; Mq “ H˚pC˚pGBn ,Mq, Bq
Let Brpnq “ GAn-1 be the classical Artin braid group in n strands. We recall
the description of the homology of these groups according to the results of [Coh76],
[Fuk70], [Va˘ı78]. We shall adopt a notation coherent with [DPS01] (see also [Cal06])
for the description of the algebraic complex and the generators. Let F be a field.
The direct sum of the homology of Brpnq for n P N “ Zě0 is considered as a
bigraded ring ‘d,nHdpBrpnq,Fq where the product structure
Hd1pBrpn1q,Fq ˆHd2pBrpn2q,Fq Ñ Hd1`d2pBrpn1 ` n2q,Fq
is induced by the map Brpn1q ˆ Brpn2q Ñ Brpn1 ` n2q that juxtaposes braids (see
[Coh88], [Cal06]).
3.1. Braid homology over Q. The homology of the braid group with rational
coefficients has a very simple description:
HdpBrpnq,Qq “
`
Qrx0, x1s{px21q
˘
deg“n,dim“d
where deg xi “ i` 1 and dimxi “ i. In the Salvetti complex for the classical braid
group (see [Sal94], [DPS01] ) the element x0 is represented by the string 0 and x1
is represented by the string 10. In the representation of a monomial xa0x
b
1 we drop
the last 0.
For example the generator of H1pBrp4q,Qq is the monomial x20x1 and we can
also write it as a string in the form 001 (instead of 0010, dropping the last 0).
We denote by ApQq the module Qrx0, x1s{px21qrt˘1s.
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3.2. Braid homology over F2. With coefficients in F2 we have:
HdpBrpnq,F2q “ F2rx0, x1, x2, x3, . . .sdeg“n,dim“d
where the generator xi, i P N, has degree deg xi “ 2i and homological dimension
dimxi “ 2i ´ 1.
In the Salvetti complex the element xi is represented by a string of 2
i ´ 1 1’s
followed by one 0. In the representation of a monomial xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik we drop the last
0.
We denote by ApF2q the module F2rx0, x1, x2, x3, ¨ ¨ ¨ srt˘1s.
3.3. Braid homology over Fp, p ą 2. With coefficients in Fp, with p an odd
prime, we have:
HdpBrpnq,Fpq “ pFprh, y1, y2, y3, . . .s b Λrx0, x1, x2, x3, . . .sqdeg“n,dim“d
where the second factor in the tensor product is the exterior algebra over the field
Fp with generators xi, i P N. The generator h has degree deg h “ 1 and homological
dimension dimh “ 0. The generator yi, i P N has degree deg yi “ 2pi and homo-
logical dimension dim yi “ 2pi ´ 2. The generator xi, i P N has degree deg xi “ 2pi
and homological dimension dimxi “ 2pi ´ 1.
In the Salvetti complex the element h is represented by the string 0, the element
xi is represented by a string of 2p
i ´ 1 1’s followed by one 0.
We remark that the term Bpxiq is divisible by p. In fact, with generic coefficients
(see [Cal06]), the differential Bpxiq is given by a sum of terms with coefficients all
divisible by the cyclotomic polynomial ϕ2pipqq. Specializing to the trivial local
system, with integer coefficients we have that all terms are divisible by ϕ2pip´1q “
p.
The element yi is represented by the following term (the differential is computed
over the integers and then, after dividing by p, we consider the result modulo p):
Bpxiq
p
.
3.4. Homology of the Artin group of type B. Now let us recall some results
on the homology of the groups GBn with coefficients on the module Frt˘1s, where
the first standard generator of GBn acts with multiplication by p´tq and all the
others generators acts with multiplication by 1.
In order to describe the elements of C˚pGBn ; Mq we write zi for 11i´10. Hence,
if x is a generator of C˚pGBn ; Mq of the form x “ 11i´10y, then we write x “ ziy.
From [CM14, Sec. 4.2] we have
Proposition 3.2. Let F be a field of characteristic p “ 0. The Frts-module
‘i,nHipGBn ;Frt˘1sq has a basis given by
Bpz2i`1xj´10 q
1` t ,
Bpz2i`1xj´10 x1q
1` t ,
and
Bpz2i`2q
1´ t2 ,
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where the first and the second kind of generators have torsion of order p1` tq, while
the third kind of generators have torsion of order p1´ t2q.
From the description given in [CM14, Thm. 4.5, Thm. 4.12] we have the following
results.
Proposition 3.3. For p “ 2 the Frts-module ‘i,nHipGBn ;Frt˘1sq has a basis given
by
(1)
Bpz2h`1p2m`1q`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
p1` tq .
and
(2)
Bpz2h`1p2m`1q`2ixi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
p1´ t2q2i´1 .
where i ď i1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ik, i ď h and the first kind of generators have torsion of order
p1` tq while the second kind of generators have torsion or order p1´ t2q2i´1 .
Proposition 3.4. For p ą 2 or p “ 0, let F be a field of characteristic p. For n
odd the homology HipGBn ;Frt˘1sq is an Frts-module with torsion of order p1` tq.
The Proposition 3.4 above is a consequence of Proposition 3.2 and [CM14,
Thm. 4.12], since both results provide a description of the module‘i,nHipGBn ;Frt˘1sq
with generators with torsion of order p1` tq or p1´ t2qk for suitable exponents k’s.
One can verify that when n is odd the torsion of the generators of degree n is always
p1` tq.
Next we compute the homology groups and H˚pGBn ;F2rts{p1´t2qq using the ex-
plicit description of [CM14, Sec. 4.3 and 4.4]. As a special case of [CM14, Prop. 4.7]
we have the isomorphism
(3) HipGBn ;F2rts{p1´ t2qq “ hipn, 2q ‘ h1ipn, 2q
where the two summands are determined by the following exact sequence:
0 Ñ h1i`1pn, 2q Ñ HipGBn ;F2rt˘1sq p1`t
2qÝÑ HipGBn ;F2rt˘1sq Ñ hipn, 2q Ñ 0.
For odd n all the elements of HipGBn ;F2rt˘1sq are multiple of x0 and hence have
p1 ` tq-torsion (see Proposition 3.3). Hence the multiplication by p1 ` t2q is the
zero map and the generators of h1ipn, 2q and hipn, 2q are in bijection with a set of
generators of HipGBn ;F2rt˘1sq.
In particular, from a direct computation (see [CM14, §4.4]) we have:
Proposition 3.5. For odd n the homology H˚pGBn ;F2rts{p1´ t2qq is generated, as
an F2rts-module, by the classes of the form
(4) rγpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq :“ p1´ tqzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik .
that correspond to the generators of h1ipn, 2q and
(5) γpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq :“ Bpzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikqp1` tq .
that correspond to generators of hipn, 2q. Here 0 ď i1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ik, c is even and both
kind of generators have torsion p1` tq.
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Here we do not provide a description of the generators of HipGBn ;Frt˘1sq for a
field F of characteristic p ą 2 and we also avoid a detailed presentation of a set of
generators of HipGBn ;Frts{p1` tqq and HipGBn ;Frts{p1´ t2qq for a generic field F.
For such a description, we refer to [CM14].
Since it will be useful in Section 5 and in particular in the proof of Lemma 5.4, we
provide sets of elements B1, B2 of the Z-modules HipC1,n;Zq » HipGBn ;Zrts{p1`tqq
and HipĄC1,n;Zq » HipGBn ;Zrts{p1 ´ t2qq for n odd, such that the following two
condition are satisfied:
(i) B1 (resp. B2) induces a base of the homology ofHipC1,n;Qq (resp.HipĄC1,n;Qq);
(ii) the images of the elements of B1 (resp. B2) inHipC1,n;Zpq (resp.HipĄC1,n;Zpq)
are linearly independent for any prime p.
Definition 3. Let n be an odd integer. We define the sets B1 Ă HipC1,n;Zq (for
e “ 1) and B2 Ă HipĄC1,n;Zq (for e “ 2) given by the following elements:
ω
peq
2i,j,0 :“
Bpz2i`1xj´10 q
p1` tq and rωpeq2i,j,0 :“ p1´ p´tqeqz2i`1xj´10p1` tq for j ą 0;
and
ω
peq
2i,j,1 :“
Bpz2i`1xj´10 x1q
p1` tq and rωpeq2i,j,1 :“ p1´ p´tqeqz2i`1xj´10 x1p1` tq for j ą 0.
It follows from [CM14, §4.2] that the elements above provide a basis for H˚pC1,n;Qq
(resp. H˚pĄC1,n;Qq) for n odd (condition (i)).
For condition (ii), one can check that the elements in B1 and B2 define, mod
2, a subset of the bases of HipGBn ;Z2rts{p1 ` tqq and HipGBn ;Z2rts{p1 ´ t2qq
given in [CM14, §4.4] and, mod p for an odd prime, a subset of the bases of
HipGBn ;Zprts{p1` tqq and HipGBn ;Zprts{p1´ t2qq given in [CM14, §4.6].
Hence the following claim follows:
Proposition 3.6. For n odd the elements of B1 (resp. B2) are a free set of generator
of a maximal free Z-submodule of HipC1,n;Zq (resp. HipĄC1,n;Zq).
Proposition 3.7. Let n be an even integer. Let F be a field of characteristic 0.
The Poincare´ polynomial of H˚pGBn ;Frts{p1´ tqq is p1` qqqn´1 and a base of the
homology is given by the following generators
Bpznq
1´ t , zn.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.2 and by studying the long exact sequence
associated to
0 Ñ Frt˘1s p1´tqÝÑ Frt˘1s Ñ Frts{p1´ tq Ñ 0
as in [CM14, § 4.2]. 
4. Exact sequences
We recall that the map pi : ĄC1,n Ñ Cn has a continuous section s (see also [Bia16,
p. 30]) that we can define as follows.
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Definition 4. Given a monic polynomial p with n distinct roots x1, . . . , xn such
that |xi| ă 1 for all i we can map
s : p ÞÑ
ˆ
p, z :“ pmaxi |xi|q ` 1
2
,
a
ppzqq
˙
where we choose
a
ppzq as a continuous function as follows: since ppzq “śipz´xiq
is a product of complex numbers with <pz ´ xiq ą 0, we can choose ?z ´ xi to be
the unique square root with <?z ´ xi ą 0 and hence we can define
a
ppzq :“ś
i
?
z ´ xi.
Clearly the section s : Cn Ñ ĄC1,n is a continuous lifting of the section s : Cn Ñ
C1,n that maps p ÞÑ pp, zq. The homology map s˚ is injective and the short exact
sequence
0 Ñ HipCnq s˚ÝÑ HipĄC1,nq JÑ HipĄC1,n,Cnq Ñ 0
is split. Hence HipĄC1,nq » HipCnq ‘ HipĄC1,n,Cnq. Moreover the same argument
applied to the section s for pi : C1,n Ñ Cn implies that we have the splitting
HipC1,nq » HipCnq ‘HipC1,n,Cnq.
Remark 2. Let σ : ĄC1,n Ñ ĄC1,n the only nontrivial automorphism of the double
covering ĄC1,n Ñ C1,n. We can obviously define another section s1 : Cn Ñ ĄC1,n
such that σs “ s1, σs1 “ s. Hence we can include S : Cnˆt1,´1u ãÑ ĄC1,n and the
restriction of σ exchanges the components Cnˆt1u and Cnˆt´1u. Hence we can
understand the inclusion s : Cn ãÑ ĄC1,n in homology via the following diagram:
HipCnq Idb1ÝÑ HipCnq bRrts{p1´ t2q S˚Ñ HipĄC1,nq
and the composition is injective.
Remark 3. If n is odd the two sections s, s1 are homotopic. In fact we can define
in a unique way a continuous family of maps st : Cn Ñ ĄC1,n such that s0 “ s and
st :ÞÑ
ˆ
p, zt :“ e2piit pmaxi |xi|q ` 1
2
,
a
ppztq
˙
Since ppztq is a product of n factors it is clear that for n odd we have s1 “ s1. As
a consequence s˚ “ s1˚ .
According to Bianchi ([Bia16]) we consider the following decomposition. The
space En is the union of the double covering ĄC1,n and a subset diffeomorphic to
C1,n-1. Let N be a small tubolar neighborhood of C1,n-1 in En and let M be the
closure of its complement in En. The complement M is homotopy equivalent toĄC1,n, while BN “ M X N is diffeomorphic to C1,n-1ˆS1. Moreover M contains a
subspace Cn “ spCnq Ă En.
Hence there is a relative Mayer-Vietoris long exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HipBNq Ñ HipNq ‘HipM,Cnq Ñ HipEn,Cnq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
that is equivalent to the following long exact sequence:
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HipC1,n-1q‘Hi´1pC1,n-1qbH1pS1q ιÑ HipC1,n-1q‘HipĄC1,n,Cnq Ñ HipEn,Cnq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
Notice that from Kunneth decomposition the restriction of the map ι induces an
isomorphism between the terms (again, see also [Bia16, Lem. 58]):
ι : HipC1,n-1q Ñ HipC1,n-1q
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and the restriction of ι to the second summand Hi´1pC1,n-1qbH1pS1q maps to zero
if we project to the term HipC1,n-1q. Hence we can simplify our exact sequence as
follows:
(6) ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hi´1pC1,n-1q bH1pS1q ιÑ HipĄC1,n,Cnq Ñ HipEn,Cnq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
We already know that C1,n is a classifying space for the Artin group of type Bn,
and hence we have:
HipC1,n-1q “ HipGBn-1q.
Moreover the forgetful map C1,n-1 Ñ Cn is a covering with generic fibre given by
the discrete set P P Cn and hence induces the isomorphism (see [Bia16, Lem. 8]):
HipBrn; Γnq “ HipCn; Γnq » HipC1,n-1q
where Γn is the permutation representation of Brn (see the end of Section 2).
Recall that BN “ S1 ˆ C1,n-1. Hence with respect to the fibration BN Ñ Cn, with
fiber S1 ˆ P , the monodromy action of Brn “ pi1pCnq on H1pS1 ˆ P q is exactly
the permutation action. It follows that we have isomorphic Brn-representations:
H1pS1 ˆ P q » Γn.
As we already noticed in Remark 1:
HipEn,Cnq » Hi´1pBrn;H1pΣnqq
Finally the term HipĄC1,n,Cnq is isomorphic to Hi´1pBrn;H1pĄDzPqq.
Then we can rewrite (6) as follows:
(7)
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hi´1pBrn;H1pS1ˆP qq ιÑ Hi´1pBrn;H1pĄDzPqq Ñ Hi´1pBrn;H1pΣnqq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
Actually we can see that (7) is the long exact sequence for the homology of the
group Brn associated to the short exact sequence of coefficients
0 Ñ H1pS1 ˆ P q Ñ H1pDˆ P q ‘H1pĄDzPq Ñ H1pΣnq Ñ 0
that follows from the Mayer-Vietoris long exact sequence associated to the decom-
position: Σn “ Dˆ P Y ĄDzP, with, up to homotopy, Dˆ P X ĄDzP » S1 ˆ P .
Definition 5. We write p “ pp1, tp2, . . . , pnuq for a point in C1,n-1 and p :“
tp1, . . . , pnu. Let
δppq :“ 1
2
min pt|p1 ´ pi|, 2 ď i ď nu Y t1´ |p1|uq .
We define the map µ is given by
C1,n-1ˆS1 Q pp, eitq ÞÑ pp1 ` δppqeit, pq P C1,n
In order to understand Hi´1pBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P qq ιÑ Hi´1pBrn;H1pĄDzPqq we can
consider the commuting diagram
(8)
Hi´1pBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P qq ι //
»

Hi´1pBrn;H1pĄDzPqq
»

Hi´1pC1,n-1q bH1pS1q
µ˚

// HipĄC1,n,Cnq
HipC1,nq HipĄC1,nq
J
OO
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where µ˚ is induced by the map µ : C1,n-1ˆS1 Ñ C1,n and J is induced by the
inclusion ĄC1,n Ñ pĄC1,n,Cnq.
In [Bia16, Thm. 12] Bianchi shows that H˚pC1,nq “ H˚pCnq ‘ H˚´1pC1,n-1q,
where the first summand is the image of the map induced by the natural inclusion
s : Cn Ñ C1,n and the projection to the first summand corresponds to the map
induced by the forgetful map r : C1,n Ñ Cn. This argument is also implicit in
[Vas92, Ch. 1, §5] since Vassiliev shows that HipCn;H1pDzPqq » HipC1,n-1q and
from the spectral sequence associated to the projection r : C1,n Ñ Cn (with section
s¯) we get HipC1,n,Cnq “ Hi´1pCn;H1pDzPqq.
In order to provide an explicit description of the homology homomorphism in-
duced by µ, we give another proof of this splitting. We have the short exact
sequence:
0 Ñ HipCnq s˚ÝÑ HipC1,nq Ñ HipC1,n,Cnq Ñ 0
and since s is a section of r we have that the exact sequence splits andHipC1,n,Cnq “
kerrr˚ : HipC1,nq Ñ HipCnqs.
Let now define the decomposition CnˆD “ C1,nYC1,n-1ˆD, where we naturally
identify C1,n with a subset of CnˆD mapping
p “ pp1, tp2, . . . , pn`1uq ÞÑ ptp2, . . . , pn`1u, p1q
and where we identify C1,n-1ˆD with a subset of CnˆD mapping
pp1, qq “ ppp11, tp12, . . . , p1nuq, qq ÞÑ ptp11, . . . , p1nu, p1 ` δpp1qqq.
Clearly C1,nXC1,n-1ˆD » C1,n-1ˆS1. Hence we get the associated Mayer-Vietoris
exact sequence:
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HipC1,n-1ˆS1q Ñ HipC1,nq ‘HipC1,n-1q Ñ HipCnq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Since HipC1,nq decomposes as HipC1,nq “ HipC1,n,Cnq ‘ HipCnq and the map
HipC1,nq Ñ HipCnq is surjective, with kernel given by HipC1,n,Cnq, we have the
isomorphism
HipC1,n-1ˆS1q » HipC1,n,Cnq ‘HipC1,n-1q.
Finally notice thatHipC1,n-1ˆS1q “ HipC1,n-1q‘Hi´1pC1,n-1qbH1pS1q andHi´1pC1,n-1qb
H1pS1q has trivial projection onto HipC1,n-1q since it factors through
Hi´1pC1,n-1q bH1pS1q Ñ Hi´1pC1,n-1q bH1pDq Ñ HipC1,n-1q.
Recalling the definition of µ we obtain:
Proposition 4.1. The following groups are isomorphic
Hi´1pC1,n-1q » HipC1,n,Cnq
and the isomorphism is induced by the map µ.
The increasing filtration
F i :“ xA | A is a string that contains at least one 0 among the first i entries.y
of the complex C˚pGBn ,Mq introduced in Definition 2 induces a spectral sequence
(9) E2ij “ HjpBrpn´ iq; Mq ñ Hi`jpGBn ; Mq.
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Remark 4. If the action of GBn on the module M is trivial the spectral sequence
collapses at E2. This fact can be proved with a quite technical argument: in fact one
can see that all the non-zero differentials of the spectral sequence are divided by a
coefficient p1` tq, where ´t correspond to the action of the first standard generator
of the group GBn on the module M. In particular, if the action is trivial, all the
differentials of the spectral sequence are trivial (see [CM14] for a detailed analysis
of this spectral sequence). Another more elementary argument is the following: the
splitting H˚pC1,nq » H˚pCnq ‘ H˚´1pC1,n-1q induces the decomposition (see also
[Gor78])
H˚pC1,nq “ ‘iě0H˚´ipCn´iq
that is isomorphic to the E2-term of the spectral sequence above and the same
argument proves the splitting for any system of coefficients where the group GBn
acts trivially.
As a consequence of the previous remark the E8 term of the spectral sequence
given in (9) is isomorphic to the homology H˚pGBn ; Mq. Moreover the maps s, r
induce respectively the inclusion of the first column and the projection onto the
first column of the spectral sequence.
Hence from the previous description of the spectral sequence and from Proposi-
tion 4.1 we have the following result.
Proposition 4.2. The image of µ˚ corresponds to the direct sum of all the columns
but the first in the spectral sequence (9) for H˚pC1,nq.
Remark 5. Let F be a field of characteristic 0. Then for i ą 1 the map
µ˚ : Hi´1pC1,n-1q bH1pS1q Ñ HipC1,nq
is an isomorphism.
Proposition 4.3. Let τ : HipC1,nq Ñ HipĄC1,nq be the transfer map induced by the
double covering ĄC1,n Ñ C1,n. The following diagram commutes:
(10)
Hi´1pBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P qq ι //
»

Hi´1pBrn;H1pĄDzPqq
»

Hi´1pC1,n-1q bH1pS1q
µ˚

// HipĄC1,n,Cnq
HipC1,nq τ // HipĄC1,nq
J
OO
Proof. Let σk be a k-simplex in C1,n-1. Then p “ σkpqq is a point in C1,n-1 and we
write p “ pp1, tp2, . . . , pnuq. Let
Σp “ tpx, yq P C2 | y2 “ px´ p1q ¨ ¨ ¨ px´ pnqu
be the double covering of C ramified around p “ tp1, . . . , pnu. Then if we consider
the projection pi : En Ñ Cn we have Σp “ pi´1ppq.
Let  be the automorphism of En that maps pp, x, yq ÞÑ pp, x,´yq. It is clear
that the restriction of  to ĄC1,n is the automorphism σ : ĄC1,n Ñ ĄC1,n.
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Let Dp be the intersection N XΣp. We can assume that Dp is diffeomorphic to
a closed disk and the restriction of the projection pix : px, yq ÞÑ x to Dp is a double
covering of a small disk around p1 in Cztp2, . . . , pnu ramified in p1.
Let σk be the projection of σk to Cn. The restriction of the tubolar neighborhood
N to σk is a trivial bundle. So we can define a parametrization γp : r0, 1s Ñ BDp
that is continuous in p. Then γp represents a generator of H1pBDpq.
Let ζ be the standard generator of H1pS1q. Hence the map Hi´1pC1,n-1q b
H1pS1q Ñ HipĄC1,n,Cnq is induced by mapping σk b ζ ÞÑ σk ˆ γ defined as pσk ˆ
γqpq, tq “ pσkpqq, γσkpqqptqq.
We can replace γp by γ
1
p ` γ2p where we define γ1pptq :“ γppt{2q and γ2pptq :“
γppp1` tq{2q, both for t P r0, 1s.
Hence we have that the map Hi´1pC1,n-1q bH1pS1q Ñ HipĄC1,n,Cnq is induced
by mapping σkbζ ÞÑ σkˆpγ1`γ2q defined as above. Moreover pσkˆγ1q “ σkˆγ2
and pσk ˆ γ2q “ σk ˆ γ1.
Recall that µpp, eitq “ pp1 ` δppqeit, pq. Hence, up to a suitable choice of the
tubular neighborhood N and of the parametrization γ, we can assume that
p1 ` δppqeit “ pixpγ1pptqq.
This implies that µ˚pσk b ζq “ σk ˆ pixpγ1q “ σk ˆ pixpγ2q, where we define pσk ˆ
pixpγ1qqpq, tq “ pp1 ` δppqeit, pq.
It is now clear that σk ˆ γ1 and σk ˆ γ2 are both liftings of µ˚pσk b ζq and since
 exchanges the two liftings, we have that the map τ : HipC1,nq Ñ HipĄC1,nq is the
transfer map induced by the double covering ĄC1,n Ñ C1,n. 
In the case of n odd a different proof of Proposition 4.3 can be found in [Bia16,
Lem. 58].
Proposition 4.4. The following diagram commutes:
HipC1,nq
»

τ // HipĄC1,nq
»

HipGBn ;Rrts{p1` tqq 1´t // HipGBn ;Rrts{p1´ t2qq.
where in the bottom row we are considering the map induced by the p1´tq-multiplication
map C˚pGBn , Rrts{p1` tqq Ñ C˚pGBn , Rrts{p1´ t2qq
Proof. The complex C˚pGBn , RrZsq “ C˚pGBn , Rrt˘1sq computes the homology of
the infinite cyclic cover ĄC1,nZ associated to the homomorphism GBn Ñ Z that maps
the first standard generator to multiplication by p´tq and all other generators to
multiplication by 1.
Hence the complex C˚pGBn , RrZ2sq “ C˚pGBn , Rrts{p1 ´ t2qq computes the ho-
mology of the double cover ĄC1,n and C˚pGBn , Rq “ C˚pGBn , Rrts{p1` tqq computes
the homology of C1,n.
Since the non-trivial monodromy associated to the double cover ĄC1,n Ñ C1,n is
induced by the first generator of GBn , the transfer of a cycle in C˚pGBn , Rrts{p1`tqq
to a cycle in C˚pGBn , Rrts{p1´ t2qq is given by the multiplication by p1´ tq. 
Remark 6. Recall the isomorphism HipĄC1,nq » HipGBn ;Rrts{p1´ t2qq. Let R be a
field of characteristic p. For p ‰ 2 the second term decomposes as HipGBn ;Rrts{p1`
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tqq ‘HipGBn ;Rrts{p1´ tqq and moreover for n odd the term HipGBn ;Rrts{p1´ tqq
is trivial. Again, this follows from the fact that the module HipGBn ;Rrt˘1sq has
p1` tq-torsion and from the homology long exact sequence associated to
0 Ñ Rrt˘1s 1´tÝÑ Rrt˘1s Ñ Rrts{p1´ tq Ñ 0.
In particular the homology groups HipĄC1,nq » HipGBn ;Rrts{p1´t2qq and HipC1,nq »
HipGBn ;Rrts{p1`tqq are isomorphic and the isomorphism is induced by the quotient
map Rrts{p1´ t2q Ñ Rrts{p1` tq. Hence we can consider the commuting diagram
0 // HipCnq
»

// HipĄC1,nq
»

J // HipĄC1,n,Cnq
»

// 0
0 // HipCnq // HipC1,nq J // HipC1,n,Cnq // 0.
where the last vertical map is an isomorphism from the five lemma. From the right
square we have that the map J corresponds to the homomorphism
J : HipGBn ;Rrts{p1` tqq Ñ HippGBn ,GAn-1q;Rrts{p1` tqq
associated to the inclusion GAn-1 ãÑ GBn induced by Cn ãÑ C1,n. From the short
exact sequence in the second row of the diagram above we have that the homomor-
phism
J : HipC1,nq “ HipC1,n,Cnq ‘HipCnq Ñ HipC1,n,Cnq
is the projection on the first term of the direct sum.
Lemma 4.5. If p is an odd prime or p “ 0 and R is a field of characteristic p,
then the homomorphism
τ : HipGBn ;Rrts{p1` tqq 1´tÝÑ HipGBn ;Rrts{p1´ t2qq
is invertible for n odd.
Proof. This follows since, for odd n, the homology group HipGBn ;Rrt˘1sq has p1`
tq-torsion (see Proposition 3.4 ). For p ‰ 2 we have that HipGBn ;Rrts{p1´ tqq “ 0
(see Remark 6) and hence
HipGBn ;Rrts{p1´ t2qq » HipGBn ;Rrts{p1` tqq
and the map τ is equivalent to the multiplication map
HipGBn ;Rrts{p1` tqq 1´tÝÑ HipGBn ;Rrts{p1` tqq
and p1´ tq is invertible. 
Remark 7. The decompositions HipĄC1,nq » HipGBn ;Rrts{p1´t2qq “ HipGBn ;Rrts{p1`
tqq‘HipGBn ;Rrts{p1´tqq and HipC1,nq “ HipC1,n,Cnq‘HipCnq give the following
consequences for n odd and F a field of characteristic 0. Since HipGBn ;Rrts{p1 ´
tqq has Poincare´ polynomial p1 ` qqqn´1 (Proposition 3.7) and since H˚pCnq has
Poincare` polynomial p1` qq (see § 3.1), we have that the map
J : HipĄC1,nq Ñ HipĄC1,n,Cnq
is an isomorphism for i ą 1. Moreover the argument of Lemma 4.5 implies that
the map
τ : H˚pC1,nq Ñ H˚pĄC1,nq
is injective and its cokernel has Poincare´ polynomial p1` qqqn´1.
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Proposition 4.6. Let n be even and F a field of characteristic 0. Then for i ą 1
the map
ι : Hi´1pBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P qq Ñ Hi´1pBrn;H1pĄDzPqq
is injective and its cokernel has rank 1 for i “ n´ 1, n´ 2 and 0 otherwise.
Proof. The result follows from Remark 5 and Remark 7. 
Theorem 4.7. Consider the decomposition HipC1,nq “ HipC1,n,Cnq ‘ HipCnq
associated to the inclusion s : Cn ãÑ C1,n and HipĄC1,nq “ HipĄC1,n,Cnq ‘ HipCnq
associated to the inclusion s : Cn ãÑ ĄC1,n. If n is odd the following inclusion holds:
τpH˚pCnqq Ă H˚pCnq
and for x P H˚pCnq we have that τpxq “ 2x.
Proof. Since τ is the transfer map, we can consider the following diagram:
sCn\s1Cn

// Cn
s
ĄC1,n // C1,n
where the left vertical map is the natural inclusion and the horizontal maps are
2 : 1 projections that induces the transfer map τ and its restriction to H˚pCnq.
Then we have the following commuting diagram in homology:
H˚pCnq
s˚

s˚`s1˚
**
τ|s˚H˚pCnq
// H˚pspCnq \ s1pCnqq
i˚

H˚pC1,nq τ // H˚pĄC1,nq
Hence given a cycle x P H˚pCnq we have that τs˚x “ s˚x` s1˚ x “ 2s˚x P H˚pCnq
where the last equality follows because for n odd we have that s˚ “ s1˚ (see Remark
3). 
As a consequence of the previous result and Lemma 4.5 we obtain the following.
Corollary 4.8. If p is an odd prime or p “ 0 and R is a field of characteristic p and
n is odd, then the projection on HipĄC1,n,Cnq of the restriction of the homomorphism
τ to HipC1,n,Cnq
τ| : HipC1,n,Cnq Ñ HipĄC1,n,Cnq
is an isomorphism.
Proof. The corollary follows since under the stated conditions the homomorphism τ
is an isomorphism (Lemma 4.5) and its restriction to HipCnq maps to HipCnq. 
In order to prove the result concerning the odd torsion of the homologyHipBrn; Sppgqq
we need to understand the maps J in the diagram (10).
We have the following result.
Lemma 4.9. Let E2ij “ HjpBrpn ´ iq;Rrts{p1 ` tqq ñ HipGBn ;Rrts{p1 ` tqq be
the spectral sequence induced by the filtration F described above. The inclusion
GAn-1 ãÑ GBn induces the isomorphism of the term HjpGAn-1 ;Rrts{p1 ` tqq “
HjpBrpnq;Rrts{p1` tqq with the submodule E20j for all j.
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Proof. The Lemma follows since the inclusion Cn ãÑ C1,n maps the i-th standard
generator of GAn-1 to the pi` 1q-st standard generator of GBn . Hence the image of
the complex that computes the homology of GAn-1 is the first term of the filtration
F . 
Corollary 4.10. According to the decomposition H˚pC1,nq “ H˚pCnq‘H˚pC1,n,Cnq
induced by the section Cn ãÑ C1,n and the projection pi : C1,n Ñ Cn we have that
the image of µ˚ corresponds to H˚pC1,n,Cnq.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.9 and Proposition 4.2, since, as seen in Remark
4, the spectral sequence of Lemma 4.9 collapses at the page E2. 
Theorem 4.11. Let n be an odd integer and let g “ pn ´ 1q{2 and let Sppgq “
H1pΣn;Zq be the integral symplectic representation of the braid group Brn. Then
the homology HipBrn; Sppgqq is a torsion Z-module with only 2j-torsion.
Proof. From the description of the map µ˚ (Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.10), the
results about the map τ (Proposition 4.3, Lemma 4.5, Corollary 4.8) and Remark
6 concerning the map J we have that the map ι in diagram (10) is an isomorphism
for n odd and p ‰ 2. The result follows from the exact sequence of diagram (7). 
5. A first bound for torsion order
In this section we focus on the torsion of order 2j in the integral homology
HipBrn;H1pΣnqq. We prove that torsion appears with order at most 4.
Lemma 5.1. Let R “ Z. The homology HipC1,nq » HipGBn ;Rrts{p1 ` tqq has no
4-torsion.
Proof. As seen in Remark 4, we have a splitting
HqpC1,n;Zq “
8à
i“0
Hq´ipCn´i;Zq.
Moreover we have that the integer cohomology of braid group has no p2 torsion
for any prime p ([Va˘ı78, Thm. 3]). Hence the result follows from the universal
coefficients formula. 
Lemma 5.2. Let R “ Z. For n odd, the homology HipĄC1,nq » HipGBn ;Rrts{p1 ´
t2qq has no 4-torsion.
Proof. It will suffice to show that the dimension over F2 of the homology of the com-
plex pH˚pGBn ;F2rts{p1´ t2qq, β2q, where β2 is the Bockstein homomorphism, is the
same as the dimension over Q of H˚pGBn ;Qrts{p1´ t2qq (see [Hat02, Thm. 3E.4]).
According to [Leh04, Thm. 6.1, case r “ 2 and n odd], the Poincare´ polynomial
of the homology groups H˚pGBn ;Qrts{p1´ t2qq is
P pGBn , tq “ p1` tqp1` t` t2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tn´1q.
The explicit computation of the Bockstein homomorphism β2 of the homology
group H˚pGBn ;F2rts{p1´ t2qq is the following. Let
0 Ñ Z2rts{p1´ t2q i2ÝÑ Z4rts{p1´ t2q pi2ÝÑ Z2rts{p1´ t2q Ñ 0
be the short exact sequence of coefficients. Then (see Prop. 3.5)
p1´ tqzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik “ pi2pp1´ tqzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
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and
Bp1´ tqzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik “
ÿ
j“1,...,k
iją1
2p1´ tqzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ij´1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik “
“ i2
¨˚
˝ ÿ
j“1,...,k
iją1
p1´ tqzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ij´1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik ‹˛‚
and hence, using the notation introduced in Proposition 3.5 we have
(11) β2rγpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq “ ÿ
j“1,...,k
iją1
rγpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ij´1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
for all generators of the form given in (4). Moreover
Bpzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
p1` tq “ pi2
¨˚
˝ 1p1` tq
¨˚
˝Bpzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq ´ 2 ÿ
j“1,...,k
iją1
zc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ij´1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq‹˛‚‹˛‚
and
B
¨˚
˝ 1p1` tq
¨˚
˝Bpzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq ´ 2 ÿ
j“1,...,k
iją1
zc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ij´1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq‹˛‚‹˛‚“
“ B
¨˚
˝ 1p1` tq
¨˚
˝´2 ÿ
j“1,...,k
iją1
zc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ij´1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq‹˛‚‹˛‚“
“ ´2
ÿ
j“1,...,k
iją1
Bpzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ij´1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
1` t “ i2
¨˚
˝ ÿ
j“1,...,k
iją1
Bpzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ij´1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
1` t
‹˛‚
hence we have
(12) β2 γpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq “
ÿ
j“1,...,k
iją1
γpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ij´1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
for all generators of the form given in (5).
Definition 6. Let a, b be two non-negative integers, with a P Ną0, b P t0, 1u. Let
I “ pi1, . . . , ikq, J “ pj1, . . . , jhq, where we assume that:
(i) j1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jh,
(ii) min J ě 2,
(iii) for all s P 1, . . . , k there exists an integer t P 1, . . . , h such that is ` 1 “ jt
We define the following sub-modules of H˚pGBn ;F2rts{p1´ t2qq:
Mpc, a, b, I, Jq :“ xγpzc, xa0xb1x2i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ikpxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxjhqq| where pxjtq “ xjt or x2jt´1y.
andrMpc, a, b, I, Jq :“ xrγpzc, xa0xb1x2i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ikpxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxjhqq| where pxjtq “ xjt or x2jt´1y.
Remark 8. Notice that the condition (iii) above implies that if J “ H then also
I “ H and hence Mpc, a, b, I, Jq and rMpc, a, b, I, Jq have rank 1 concentrated in
degree c` b and c` b` 1 respectively.
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The module Mpc, a, b, I, Jq and rMpc, a, b, I, Jq are free Z2rts{p1 ` tq-modules,
closed for β2, as follows from formulas (11) and (12).
If J ‰ H, the complexes pMpc, a, b, I, Jq, β2q and p rMpc, a, b, I, Jq, β2q are acyclic.
This fact can be proven by the same argument used in [Cal06, Lem. 4.4]. The
argument can be expressed with the following statement:
Lemma 5.3. Let PrJs be the chain complex with F2 coefficients associated to
the boolean lattice of the subsets of J . The complexes pMpc, a, b, I, Jq, β2q and
p rMpc, a, b, I, Jq, β2q are isomorphic to PrJs. In particular if J ‰ H the complexes
pMpc, a, b, I, Jq, β2q and p rMpc, a, b, I, Jq, β2q are acyclic.
Proof of Lemma 5.3. Let first construct an isomorphism θ between the boolean
complex PrJs and the complex Mpc, a, b, I, Jq. We can map the generator eK of
PrJs associated to a subset K of J to the element
θpekq :“ γpzc, xa0xb1x2i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ikpxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxjhqq,
where pxjtq “ xjt if jt R K and pxjtq “ x2jt´1 if jt P K. It is easy to check that
θ˝d “ β2˝θ. Similarly we can construct an isomorphism θ1 : PrJs Ñ rMpc, a, b, I, Jq
with
θ1peJq :“ rγpzc, xa0xb1x2i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ikpxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxjhqq
and check that θ1 ˝ d “ β2 ˝ θ1. 
We recall from Proposition 3.5 that the elements of the form rγpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
and γpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq are a free set of generators of H˚pGBn ;F2rts{p1´ t2qq.
We claim that for any pair of distinct modules Mpc, a, b, I, Jq or rMpc, a, b, I, Jq we
have disjoint set of generators. The case of modules of the form Mpc, a, b, I, Jq can
be proved as follows (the case of modules of the form rMpc, a, b, I, Jq is analogous).
Let
γ0 “ γpzc, xa0xb1x2i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ikpxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxjhqq
with pxjtq “ xjt or x2jt´1 be a generator of Mpc, a, b, I, Jq. We can choose an
element γ1 of the form
γ1 “ γpzc, xa0xb1x2i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ik1pxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ 1pxjhqq
such that γ0 appears as a summand in β2pγ1q. The constrains on the multi-indexes
I and J and formula (12) imply that such an element γ1 exists if and only for at
least one index l we have that pxjlq “ x2jl´1. If such an element γ1 exists we have
that γ1 P Mpc, a, b, I, Jq and we say that γ0 lifts to γ1. Hence in a finite number of
steps we have that γ0 lifts to
γpzc, xa0xb1x2i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ikxj1 ¨ ¨ ¨xjhq.
This implies that an element γ0 does not belong at the same time to two different
modules Mpc, a, b, I, Jq and Mpc1, a1, b1, I 1, J 1q.
Therefore the modules Mpc, a, b, I, Jq for all admissible c, a, b, I, J are in direct
sum and the modules rMpc, a, b, I, Jq for all admissible c, a, b, I, J are in direct sum.
Moreover every generator rγpzc, x0xl1 ¨ ¨ ¨xlkq or γpzc, x0xl1 ¨ ¨ ¨xlkq appears in a suit-
able complex Mpc, a, b, I, Jq or rMpc, a, b, I, Jq. Let us prove this in the case of a
generator of the form rγpzc, x0xl1 ¨ ¨ ¨xlkq, the other case being analogous. We can
write the monomial x0xl1 ¨ ¨ ¨xlk as
x
pq1
q1 ¨ ¨ ¨xpqrqr
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with q1 ă q2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă qr. Then we define the strictly ordered multi-index J as
follows: j P J if and only if j ą 1 and one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1) pj is odd;
(2) pj “ 0 and pj´1 is even and non-zero.
Moreover if pj is odd we set pxjq “ xj , otherwise we set pxjq “ x2j´1. Next we
define the multi-index I suitably in the unique way such that
x
pq1
q1 ¨ ¨ ¨xpqrqr “ xp00 xp11 x2i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ikpxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxjhq.
It is straightforward to check that
γpzc, xp00 xp11 x2i1 ¨ ¨ ¨x2ikpxj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxjhqq “ γpzc, x
pq1
q1 ¨ ¨ ¨xpqrqr q “
“ γpzc, x0xl1 ¨ ¨ ¨xlkq
and that the multi-indexes I and J satisfies the condition of Definition 6.
Hence hipn, 2q is the direct sum of all admissible modules Mpc, a, b, I, Jq and
h1ipn, 2q is the direct sum of all admissible modules rMpc, a, b, I, Jq and we recall
(equation (3)) that
H˚pGBn ;F2rts{p1´ t2qq “ hipn, 2q ‘ h1ipn, 2q.
This direct sum decomposition implies that the homology Hβ2 of the complex
pH˚pGBn ; F2rts{p1´ t2qq, β2q is given as follows:
Hβ2 “
à
Mpc, a, b,H,Hq ‘à rMpc, a, b,H,Hq
for c even, a P Ną0, b P t0, 1u. In fact if J “ H then also I “ H and for all
non-empty J we have from Lemma 5.3 that the complexes pMpc, a, b, I, Jq, β2q and
p rMpc, a, b, I, Jq, β2q are acyclic.
Using Remark 8 it is easy to check that the complex Hβ2 has Poincare´ polynomial
p1` tqp1` t` t2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tn´1q, hence the lemma follows. 
Lemma 5.4. Let R “ Z. For n odd the cokernel of the homomorphism
τ : HipC1,nq Ñ HipĄC1,nq
has no 4-torsion.
Proof. We recall that in Definition 3 we introduced the sets B1 Ă HipC1,n;Zq and
B2 Ă HipĄC1,n;Zq. As stated in Proposition 3.6, these are free sets of generators of
a maximal free Z-submodule of HipC1,n;Zq and HipĄC1,n;Zq respectively.
To describe the cokernel we see that the map
τ : HipC1,n;Zq Ñ HipĄC1,n;Zq
acts on the elements of B1 as follows:
τ : ω
p1q
2i,j,0 ÞÑ p1´ tq ωp2q2i,j,0 “ 2ωp2q2i,j,0,(13)
τ : rωp1q2i,j,0 ÞÑ rωp2q2i,j,0,(14)
τ : ω
p1q
2i,j,1 ÞÑ p1´ tq ωp2q2i,j,1 “ 2ωp2q2i,j,1,(15)
τ : rωp1q2i,j,1 ÞÑ rωp2q2i,j,1.(16)
Hence the homomorphism τ acts diagonally and maps each element of B1 to 1 or 2
times the corresponding element of B2.
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Since the Z-modules HipC1,n;Zq and HipĄC1,n;Zq have no 4-torsion and τ is an
isomorphism mod p for any odd prime, it follows that, with integer coefficients, the
cokernel of τ has no 4-torsion. 
Let us consider homology with coefficient in the ring R “ Z. As stated in
Corollary 4.10, the image of µ˚ is the submodule HipC1,n,Cnq in HipC1,nq and we
consider the composition ι “ J ˝ τ ˝ µ˚ : Hi´1pC1,n-1q bH1pS1q Ñ HipĄC1,n,Cnq.
Lemma 5.5. For odd n the cokernel of the composition J ˝τ ˝µ˚ has no 4-torsion.
Proof. First we can consider the homomorphism s˚ : H˚pCnq Ñ H˚pC1,nq in-
duced by the inclusion s : Cn ãÑ C1,n, the decomposition H˚pĄC1,nq “ H˚pCnq ‘
H˚pĄC1,n,Cnq, with pi1 and pi2 “ J respectively the projections on the first and
the second summand, and hence the map τ11 : H˚pCnq Ñ H˚pCnq defined by the
composition
H˚pCnq s˚ÝÑ H˚pC1,nq τÝÑ H˚pĄC1,nq pi1ÝÑ H˚pCnq.
We can consider the following diagram:
H˚pCnq
s˚

s˚`s1˚
**
τ|s˚H˚pCnq
//
τ11
,,
H˚pspCnq \ s1pCnqq
i˚

// H˚pCnq
H˚pC1,nq τ // H˚pĄC1,nq
pi1
66
From Theorem 4.7 we have that that τ11 “ 2IdH˚pCnq and pi2τs˚pH˚pCnqq “ 0.
Now, let x2 P H˚pĄC1,n,Cnq and let τ22 : H˚pC1,n,Cnq Ñ H˚pĄC1,n,Cnq be the map
induced by τ by restricting to H˚pC1,n,Cnq and projecting to H˚pĄC1,n,Cnq. If
there exists y P H˚pC1,nq such that pi2τpyq “ 4x2, then let x1 :“ pi1pτpyqq. We can
consider ´x1`2y P H˚pC1,nq and we have that τp´x1`2yq “ ´2x1`2px1`4x2q “
8x2. Since the cokernel of τ has only 2-torsion it follows that 2x2 “ 0 in coker τ
and finally, since pi2τs˚pH˚pCnqq “ 0, 2x2 “ 0 in coker τ22. 
From Lemma 5.1 and 5.5 we have that, with integer coefficients, the kernel and
the cokernel of the map
ι : Hi´1pBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P qq Ñ Hi´1pBrn;H1pĄDzPqq
in diagram (7) have no 4-torsion. Hence we have (see also [Bia16]):
Theorem 5.6. For n odd the homology HipBrn;H1pΣnqq computed with coefficients
in the ring R “ Z has torsion of order at most 4. 
6. No 4-torsion
In this section we will show that the homology HipBrn;H1pΣnqq for n odd actu-
ally has only 2-torsion.
In order to prove this we will consider the following short exact sequence associ-
ated to (7), with coefficients in Z2 and in Z.
0 Ñ coker ιÑ HipBrn;H1pΣnqq Ñ ker ιÑ 0
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Let us fix the number n. From Theorem 5.6 we can assume thatHipBrn;H1pΣn;Zqq “
Zai2 ‘ Zbi4 . Since the modules ker ι and coker ι have no 4-torsion, we can assume
cokerpιi : HipBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P ;Zqq Ñ HipBrn;H1pĄDzP;Zqq “ Zui2
and
kerpιi : HipBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P ;Zqq Ñ HipBrn;H1pĄDzP;Zqq “ Zvi2
and clearly we have
ui ` vi´1 “ ai ` 2bi.
Moreover, with coefficients in Z2, we have
HipBrn;H1pΣn;Z2qq “ Zai`ai´1`bi`bi´12 .
Let
ui :“ rk cokerpιi : HipBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P ;Z2qq Ñ HipBrn;H1pĄDzP;Z2qq
and
vi :“ rk kerpιi : HipBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P ;Z2qq Ñ HipBrn;H1pĄDzP;Z2qq.
It follows that H˚pBrn;H1pΣn;Zqq has no 4-torsion if and only if
2
ÿ
i
pui ` viq “
ÿ
i
pui ` viq.
Hence we can compute the rank of the modules above.
A basis of the homology HipBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P ;Z2qq is given as follows. Following
[CM14], the homology H˚pGBn ;F2rts{p1 ` tqq for n odd is generated, as an F2rts-
module, by the classes of the form
(17) rγ1pzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq :“ zc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik
and
(18) γ1pzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq :“ Bpzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikqp1` tq
where we assume 0 ď i1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ik and c even.
In particular the image of µ˚ is generated by all elements rγ1pzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
and all elements γ1pzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq with c ą 0.
As seen in Section 5 the homology H˚pGBn ;F2rts{p1´t2qq for n odd is generated,
as an F2rts-module, by the following classes already introduced in (4) and (5):rγpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq :“ p1´ tqzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xik
and
γpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq :“ Bpzc`1xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikqp1` tq
where we assume 0 ď i1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ik and c even. The kernel of J is generated by the
classes γpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq for c “ 0 as one can see that these classes generate the
image of s˚.
The map τ acts as follows:
τ : rγ1pzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq ÞÑ rγpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq;
τ : γ1pzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq ÞÑ 0.
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Remark 9. A basis of cokerpιi : HipBrn;H1pS1ˆP ;Z2qq Ñ HipBrn;H1pĄDzP;Z2qq
is given by the elements γpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq with c ą 0, of degree n and homological
dimension i`1, while a basis of kerpιi : HipBrn;H1pS1ˆP ;Z2qq Ñ HipBrn;H1pĄDzP;Z2qq
is given by the elements γ1pzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq with c ą 0, of degree n and homological
dimension i` 1. Clearly this two basis are in bijection and we have ui “ vi.
In order to describe the corresponding map with integer coefficient we recall
that in Section 5 we described basis B1, B2 generating the homology of HipC1,n;Qq
and HipĄC1,n;Qq and spanning a maximal free Z-submodule of HipC1,n;Zq and
HipĄC1,n;Zq. The action of τ with respect to these basis is given in equations (13–
16). The elements of B1 (resp. B2) of the form ωp1q2i,j, (resp. ωp2q2i,j,) map, modulo 2,
to elements of the form γ1 (resp. γ) and in particular the elements the form ω
p1q
2i,j,
(resp. ω
p2q
2i,j,) with i “ 0 map to elements of the form γ1pzc, . . .q (resp. γpzc, . . .q)
with c “ 0. The elements of B1 (resp. B2) of the form rωp1q2i,j, (resp. rωp2q2i,j,) map,
modulo 2, to elements of the form rγ1 (resp. rγ). Let
wi “ |tωp1q0,j, P HipC1,n;Qqu| “ |tωp2q0,j, P HipĄC1,n;Qqu|.
From the Universal Coefficients Theorem and from the description of τ given in
equations (13–16) we have thatÿ
i
ui “
ÿ
i
ui ´ wi
2
`
ÿ
i
wi
and ÿ
i
vi “
ÿ
i
vi ´ wi
2
.
Then it is straightforward to see that
2
ÿ
i
pui ` viq “
ÿ
i
pui ` viq
and hence we have proved the following result.
Theorem 6.1. For odd n the homology HipBrn;H1pΣn;Zqq has only 2-torsion. 
7. Stabilization and computations
7.1. Stablization results. Applying the results of Wahl and Randal-Willians
([WR14]) for the stability of family of groups with twisted coefficients it is pos-
sible to prove that the groups HipBrn;H1pΣnqq stabilize for all i. In particular
(see see [Bia16, Thm. 52]) the map HipBrn;H1pΣnqq Ñ HipBrn`1;H1pΣn`1qq is
an epimorphism for i ď n2 ´ 1 and an isomorphism for i ď n2 ´ 2. By using the
explicit description of the homology we will give an analogue stabilization result
which turns out to be slightly sharper for odd n.
Definition 7. The stabilization map st : C1,n Ñ C1,n`1 is given by
pp1, tp2, . . . , pn`1uq ÞÑ pp1, tp2, . . . , pn`1, 1`max1ďiďn`1p|pi|q
2
uq
We recall that C1,n is a classifying space for GBn , that is the Artin group of type
B. Moreover we recall from [CM14, Cor. 4.17, 4.18,4.19] (notationsHipBp2, 1, nq;Fqq
and HipBp4, 2, nq;Fqq were there used respectively for HipGBn ;Frts{p1 ` tqq and
HipGBn ;Frts{p1´ t2qq):
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Proposition 7.1. Let p be a prime or 0. Let F be a field of characteristic p. Let
us consider the stabilization homomorphisms
st˚ : HipGBn ;Frts{p1` tqq Ñ HipGBn`1 ;Frts{p1` tqq
and
st˚ : HipGBn ;Frts{p1´ t2qq Ñ HipGBn`1 ;Frts{p1´ t2qq.
a) If p “ 2 st˚ is epimorphism for 2i ď n and isomorphisms for 2i ă n.
b) If p ą 2 st˚ is epimorphism for ppi´1qp´1 ` 2 ď n and isomorphisms for
ppi´1q
p´1 ` 2 ă n.
c) If p “ 0 st˚ is epimorphism for i` 1 ď n and isomorphisms for i` 1 ă n.
The map µ commutes, up to homotopy, with the stabilization map st : C1,n Ñ
C1,n`1:
C1,n-1ˆS1
stˆId

µ // C1,n
st

C1,nˆS1 µ // C1,n`1
The map τ naturally commutes with the stabilization homomorphism st˚ in
homology, since τ is given by the multiplication by p1´ tq.
We can also define a geometric stabilization map st : ĄC1,n Ñ ČC1,n`1 as follows:
gst : pP, z, yq ÞÑ pP Y tp8u, z, y?z ´ p8q
where we set p8 :“ maxpt|pi|,piPP uYt|z|uq`12 and since <pz ´ p8q ă 0 we choose?
z ´ p8 to be the unique square root with =p?z ´ p8q ą 0
The following diagram is homotopy commutative:
Cn
st

s // ĄC1,n
gst

Cn`1
s // ČC1,n`1
and this imply that J commutes with the stabilization homomorphism gst˚.
We also need to prove that the following diagram commutes:
H˚pGBn ;Rrts{p1´ t2qq
st˚

» // H˚pĄC1,nq
gst˚

H˚pGBn`1 ;Rrts{p1´ t2qq » // H˚pČC1,n`1q
This is true since the homomorphism
st˚ : H˚pGBn ;Rrts{p1´ t2qq Ñ H˚pGBn`1 ;Rrts{p1´ t2qq
is induced by the map st : C1,n Ñ C1,n`1 previously defined and it is obtained
applying the Shapiro lemma to C1,n “ kpGBn , 1q, with Rrts{p1 ´ t2qq “ RrZ2s “
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Rrpi1pC1,nq{pi1pĄC1,nqs. It is straightforward to check that the diagram
ĄC1,n
gst

// C1,n
st
ČC1,n`1 // C1,n`1
commutes, where the horizontal maps are the usual double coverings. Finally we
have proved the following result.
Lemma 7.2. The following diagram is commutative
(19)
Hi´1pC1,n-1q bH1pS1q
st˚bId

µ˚ // HipC1,nq τ //
st˚

HipĄC1,nq J //
gst˚

HipĄC1,n,Cnq
gst˚

Hi´1pC1,nq bH1pS1q µ˚ // HipC1,n`1q τ // HipČC1,n`1q J // HipČC1,n`1,Cn`1q
Theorem 7.3. Consider homology with integer coefficients. The homomorphism
HipBrn;H1pΣnqq Ñ HipBrn`1;H1pΣn`1qq
is an epimorphism for i ď n2 ´ 1 and an isomorphism for i ă n2 ´ 1.
For n even HipBrn;H1pΣnqq has no p torsion (for p ą 2) when pip´1 ` 3 ď n and
no free part for i ` 3 ď n. In particular for n even, when 3i2 ` 3 ď n the group
HipBrn;H1pΣnqq has only 2-torsion.
Proof. The maps in the diagram (19) with Zp coefficients fits in the map of long
exact sequences
¨ ¨ ¨ // Hi´1pC1,n-1;Zpq bH1pS1q
st˚bId

ι // HipĄC1,n,Cn;Zpq
gst˚
// Hi´1pBrn;H1pΣn;Zpqq
st˚

// ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ // Hi´1pC1,n;Zpq bH1pS1q ι // HipČC1,n`1,Cn`1;Zpq // Hi´1pBrn`1;H1pΣn;Zpqq // ¨ ¨ ¨
that near Hi´1pBrn;H1pΣn;Zpqq looks as follows:
(20)
¨ ¨ ¨ //HipĄC1,n,Cn;Zpq
gst˚
//Hi´1pBrn;H1pΣn;Zpqq
st˚

//Hi´2pC1,n-1;ZpqbH1pS1q
st˚bId

// ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ //HipČC1,n`1,Cn`1;Zpq //Hi´1pBrn`1;H1pΣn;Zpqq //Hi´2pC1,n;ZpqbH1pS1q // ¨ ¨ ¨
For p “ 2, from Proposition 7.1 and Lemma 7.2 we have that the vertical map
gst˚ on the left of diagram (20) is an epimorphism for i ď n2 and isomorphisms for
i ă n2 . The vertical map st˚ b Id on the right of diagram (20) is an isomorphism
for i ď n2 .
This implies that
st˚ : HipBrn;H1pΣn;Z2qq Ñ HipBrn`1;H1pΣn`1;Z2qq
is epimorphism for i ď n2 ´ 1 and an isomorphism for i ă n2 ´ 1.
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For p ą 2, from Proposition 7.1 and Lemma 7.2 we have that the vertical map
gst˚ on the left of diagram (20) is an epimorphism for
ppi´1q
p´1 ` 2 ď n and isomor-
phisms for ppi´1qp´1 ` 2 ă n. The vertical map st˚ b Id on the right of diagram (20)
is an isomorphism for ppi´1qp´1 ` 2 ď n. We notice that actually these conditions are
weaker that the ones for p “ 2.
This implies that for p ą 2
st˚ : HipBrn;H1pΣn;Zpqq Ñ HipBrn`1;H1pΣn`1;Zpqq
is epimorphism for pip´1 ` 2 ď n and an isomorphism for pip´1 ` 2 ă n.
The same argument for p “ 0 shows that
st˚ : HipBrn;H1pΣn;Qqq Ñ HipBrn`1;H1pΣn`1;Qqq
is an epimorphism for i` 2 ď n and an isomorphism for i` 2 ă n.
From the Universal Coefficients Theorem for homology we get that the homo-
morphism
HipBrn;H1pΣnqq Ñ HipBrn`1;H1pΣn`1qq
is an epimorphism for i ď n2 ´ 1 and an isomorphism for i ă n2 ´ 1.
Since the integer homology HipBrn;H1pΣnqq has only 2-torsion for n odd, the
stabilization implies that for n even HipBrn;H1pΣnqq has no p torsion (for p ą 2)
for pip´1 ` 3 ď n and no free part for i` 3 ď n.
In particular, for n odd, 3i2 ` 3 ď n we have that HipBrn;H1pΣnqq has only
2-torsion. 
Theorem 7.4. For n even the groups HipBrn;H1pΣn;Zqq are torsion, except for
i “ n´ 1, n´ 2 where HipBrn;H1pΣn;Qqq “ Q.
Proof. The result follows from Proposition 4.6 and, for i ă 2, from the stabilization
Theorem 7.3. For n “ 4 the result follows from a direct computation. 
In Table 1 we present some computations of the groups HipBrn;H1pΣnqq (with
integer coefficients). The computations are obtained using an Axiom implementa-
tion of the complex introduced in [Sal94].
7.2. Poincare´ polynomials. We use the previous results to compute explicitly
the Poincare´ polynomials for odd n.
Theorem 7.5. For odd n, the rank of HipBrn;H1pΣn;Zqq as a Z2-module is the
coefficient of qitn in the series
rP2pq, tq “ qt3p1´ t2q2qź
iě0
1
1´ q2i´1t2i
In particular the series rP2pq, tq is the Poincare´ series of the homology groupà
nodd
H˚pBrn;H1pΣn;Zqq
as a Z2-module.
Proof. Let P2pBrn, H1pΣnqqpqq be the Poincare´ polynomial for H˚pBrn;H1pΣn;Zqq
as a Z2-module. Since we already know that for n odd the homologyHipBrn;H1pΣn;Zqq
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n
i
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
3 Z2
4 Z22 Z Z
5 Z2 Z2 Z2
6 Z2 Z22 Z22Z3 Z Z
7 Z2 Z2 Z22 Z22 Z2
8 Z2 Z2 Z32 Z32Z3 Z32Z3 Z Z
9 Z2 Z2 Z22 Z32 Z32 Z22 Z2
10 Z2 Z2 Z22 Z42 Z42 Z42Z3 Z32Z3Z5 Z Z
11 Z2 Z2 Z22 Z32 Z42 Z42 Z42 Z32 Z2
12 Z2 Z2 Z22 Z32 Z52 Z52 Z62Z3 Z62Z3Z5 Z32Z3Z5 Z Z
13 Z2 Z2 Z22 Z32 Z42 Z52 Z62 Z62 Z52 Z32 Z2
Table 1. Computations of HipBrn;H1pΣnqq. For each column the
first stable group is highlighted.
has only 2-torsion, we can obtain P2pBrn, H1pΣnqqpqq from the Universal Coeffi-
cients Theorem as follows. We compute the Poincare´ polynomial P2pBrn, H1pΣn;Z2qqpqq
for HipBrn;H1pΣn;Z2qq and we divide by 1` q.
In order to compute P2pBrn, HipΣn;Z2qqpqq we consider the short exact sequence
0 Ñ coker ιi Ñ HipBrn;H1pΣn;Z2qq Ñ ker ιi´1 Ñ 0
where we recall that ιi is the map
ιi : HipBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P ;Z2qq Ñ HipBrn;H1pĄDzP;Z2qq.
We can describe the generating series of the kernel and cokernel of ι by using the
set of generators introduced in Remark 9. We will show the argument in the case
of the coker ι, since, as explained in Remark 9, the generating series for ker ι is the
same.
A basis of cokerpιi : HipBrn;H1pS1 ˆ P ;Z2qq Ñ HipBrn;H1pĄDzP;Z2qq is given
by elements of the form
γpzc, x0xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨xikq
with c even, c ą 0, 0 ď i1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ik with homological dimension i`1 and length n.
Notice that, as pointed out in Remark 9, there is a shift between the dimension in
coker ι and the dimension of the element γ, due to the dimensional shift in diagram
(10). The element γ above has homological dimension i ` 1 “ c `řkl“1p2il ´ 1q
and degree n “ c ` 1 `řkl“1p2ilq. Hence its contribution to the generating series
of coker ι is
qt3pq2t2qd
kź
l“1
pq2il´1t2il q
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where d “ c´22 range over the set of all non-negative integers. Taking the sum of
the contributions over all elements γ we obtain
qt3
ÿ
dě0
pq2t2ql
ź
jě0
ÿ
sě0
pq2j´1t2j qs.
Hence it follows that for a fixed odd n the ranks of ker ι and coker ι are respectively
the coefficients of qitn in the following series:
P2pcoker ιq “ P2pker ιq “ qt
3
1´ q2t2
ź
jě0
1
1´ q2j´1t2j
Clearly the Polynomial for HipBrn;H1pΣn : Z2qq is given by the coefficient of tn in
the sum
P2pcoker ιq ` qP2pker ιq
and hence dividing by p1` qq we get our result. 
The same argument of the previous proof can be applied in stable rank. From
the Remark 9 the Stable Poincare´ polynomial of both coker ι and ker ι with Z2
coefficients is the following:
q
1´ q2
ź
jě1
1
1´ q2j´1
Since there is no free part inHipBrn;H1pΣn;Zqq all these groups have only 2-torsion.
In particular for integer coefficients we get the following statement.
Theorem 7.6. The Poincare´ polynomial of the stable homology HipBrn;H1pΣn;Zqq
as a Z2-module is the following:
P2pBr;H1pΣqqpqq “ q
1´ q2
ź
jě1
1
1´ q2j´1
An explicit computation of the first terms of the stable series P2pBr;H1pΣqqpqq
gives
q ` q2 ` 2q3 ` 3q4 ` 4q5 ` 5q6 ` 7q7 ` 9q8 ` 11q9 ` 14q10 ` 17q11 ` . . .
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